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work is intended for a sacred wedding service of any denomination. The work was 

composed with the traditional aspects of the Latin mass in combination with a 

contemporary setting. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Weridinp Ceremony is a composition of approximately 17 minutes in duration 

and is scored for horn in F, two trumpets in B*5, trombone, two percussionists (timpani, 

roto toms, chimes, snare, triangle, suspended cymbal), 2-part boys choir, female soprano, 

and organ. The work consists of five parts of a mass, the Processional, Kyrie, Alleluia!, 

Hosanna!, and Recessional, with texted sections taken from the Latin mass. The work is 

intended for a sacred wedding service of any denomination. The work was composed with 

the traditional aspects of the Latin mass in combination with a contemporary setting. 

Each movement has a function within the wedding ceremony. The "Processional" 

functions as a march with two contrasting sections. The first portion of the march is 

intended for the wedding party to process into the church. The second half is to be used as 

the bride processes down the isle. Various elements enhance the contrast between the two 

sections. 

The "Kyrie" is intended to be a personal reflective prayer as the wedding ceremony 

begins. The structure (A B A*) is based on the text. The simplicity of this movement is 

in contrast to the other movements. 

The "Alleluia!" is meant to be a response to the scripture within the wedding 

ceremony. The text is "Alleluia". The rhythmic unevenly grouped 9/8 time signature is the 

emphasis of this movement The material is repeated with various tonal centers building to 

a powerful climactic ending. 

The "Hosanna!" is a concluding celebratory song of praise following the exchange 

of vows. The structure begins with the refrain and is repeated after each of the two verses. 

The verses are strongly related musically, although they are not identical. The final refrain 

is varied. 
* 

The "Recessional" functions as an instrumental march as the bride, groom and 
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wedding party process out of the church following the ceremony. The music includes 

elements and quotes from the forma- movements of the work, with an emphasis on material 

taken from the "Processional". 
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CHAPTER 1 

MOVEMENT I: PROCESSIONAL 

Purpose 

The "Processional" is intended to be used as the wedding party and bride process 

into the wedding ceremony. 

TABLE 1 

Processional - Outline of Elements 

mm 1-12 mm 13-20 

Elements Introductory Material Processioned of 

Wedding Party 

Melodic Material Bridal Motif (Fig. 1) 

ai 

Bridal Party Theme 

Tonal Center Db D 

Harmonic Structure Triads with 9th (Fig. 3) Triads with 9th 

Basic Triads 

Texture Light -> Thick 

Marcato Polyphonic 

Light 

Legato Polyphonic 

Dynamics p 

W JT 

p-mp 

Instrumentation 

& Timbre 

Trpts solo/trpt mute 

-> add timp. & organ 

-> add trombone & horn 

solo brass/organ accomp. 

triangle 
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TABLE 1 Continued 

Processional - Outline of Elements 

mm 21-27 mm 28-36 mm 3'7-end 

Transition to 

Bridal Procession 

Bridal Procession Coda 

Bridal Motif 

Rhythmic Motif (Fig.2) 

Bridal Melody Bridal Motif 

Rhythmic Motif 

Unclear Db Db 

Triads with 9th Triads with 9th Triads with 9th 

Thick - > Light -> Thick 

Marcato Poly/Homophonic 

Thick 

Marcato Polyphonic 

Thick 

Marcato Homophonic 

K
 

I i
 v i V

 

f 

A
 

< A
 

Organ, brass, perc. 

-> solo trombone/pedal dbls 

-> organ, grad. add all instr. 

Brass, Organ, timp. brass exchange with organ 

-> brass exchange with timp. 

-> brass adding organ, timp. 



Melodic Material 

Two main themes exist within the "Processional", each derived from the popular 

songs, The Greatest Love of All and You Light Up My Life. The main theme, the "Bridal 

Melody", is developed from the "Bridal Motif". The rhythm of the motif (eighth note -

sixteenth rest - sixteenth note) is distinguished by large interval jumps, most importantly 

the major and minor 7th as exemplified in figure 1. These large intervals are the seed from 

Figure 1- Bridal Motif 

[•J h,ifl |lrr J 

which the "Processional" grew. The rhythm suggests a similarity to the dotted rhythm of 

the French overture. 

Throughout the introductory material, the "Bridal Melody" remains in motif or 

fragmented form. As the music progresses to the procession of the wedding party (m. 13), 

the rhythm of the motif is not heard. However, the large intervals are hidden in the 

background throughout the entire "Processional". It is not until the transition to the bridal 

processional that the rhythm and intervals of the motif appear together again. 

The "Bridal Melody" is only presented in its complete version toward the 

conclusion of the "Processional". It begins in measure 28 with the first trumpet The 

second trumpet imitates the melody as it is reaffirmed in measure 33 by the addition of the 

trombone. Likewise, the imitation is also reinforced by the horn in stretto with the second 

trumpet The complete melody, as well as the full instrumentation, is reserved for the 

bride's processional down the isle. 

The second theme of the "Processional", the "Wedding Party Theme", can be 

considered a polarization of the "Bridal Melody". Beginning in measure 13 with the horn, 

it incorporates mostly step wise motion and even divisions of the beat whether in triplet or 

duple division. The tempo and dynamic level are decreased slightly creating a distinction 

between the two themes. The "Wedding Party Theme" can be repeated as necessary for the 

purpose of timing. 
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It is also important to mention the rhythmic motif introduced in measure 25 by the 

organ (see Figure 2). Following its introduction, a slight variation of this motif is passed 

Figure 2 - Rhythmic Motif (ex. from organ, m. 25) 

E T J T P 
to the timpani in measure 29 adding to the rhythmic complexity to conclude the 

"Processional". 

Tonal Center 

There are distinct changes in the tonal centers among the sections of the 

"Processional". The organ clearly defines the changes and stability of tonal centers through 

the descending arpeggiated figure (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3 - Organ Descending Arpeggiated Figure (ex. from mm. 7-8) 

Although one can assume the tonal center is Db in the introduction, it is not truly 

clarified until the organ ©titers in measure 7 arpeggiating the tonic chord in descending 

motion. This same arpeggiated figure occurs again just prior to the beginning of the 

"Wedding Party Theme". Again, the organ clarifies the newly established tonal center, D. 

In measure 21, the upcoming instability of tonality is also indicated by the organ's 

shift from Db to D on each beat Measure 25 illustrates the role of the dominant Ab with 

the next measures progressing through varying chords before the stability returns to Db in 
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measure 28. The organ again displays the familiar descending figure. 

In observing the repetition of the arpeggiated figure in the organ, it becomes 

obvious that the figure serves two purposes. First, it establishes the tonal center. 

Secondly, it creates clear structural divisions within the "Processional". 

Harmonic Structure 

Throughout the "Processional", basic triads are used with an addition of the 9th to 

create fuller chords. Often the 7th is not present in the harmonies. This is particularly 

apparent in the previously discussed organ arpeggio figure. Although the "Bridal Party 

Melody" begins its first two measures with this same chordal structure, the harmony 

intentionally moves through a simple progression - Em -> Gmaj7 -> A -> G (V9 -> 

IVmaj7 -> V -> IV) - before returning to the tonal center of D at the first ending. The bridal 

processional also incorporates the more complex chordal structure. A rhythmic punctuation 

of the brass chordally supports the sections structured with the tonal center of Db (see 

Figure 4). 

Figure 4 - Brass Punctuation of Chords (ex. from m. 9-10) 

Horn in F 

Trombone 

iJSsU.. 
•"r a r r ccrrr 

Texture 

The texture quite often could be considered polyphonic due to the imitation among 

the brass with the Bridal Motif and Melody. However, the chords within the organ cannot 

be ignored. These chords appear in the organ throughout the "Processional" beginning 

with the introductory material in measure 8. The marcato marking is contrasted in the 

"Wedding Party Theme" which is legato. The chords are present throughout the "Wedding 
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Party Theme", as well, as a background to the melody which is contrapuntal to the walking 

bass pedals. Although the transition eliminates the full chords, their importance is 

emphasized through the brass punctuations. Quickly, the texture thins, allowing the bass 

solo to maneuver to the foreground. 

With the gradual addition of instruments thickens the texture leading to the "Bridal 

Melody" in measure 29. Contrapuntal motion by the trumpets and organ is prominent 

followed by the imitative counterpoint of the brass quartet As mentioned previously, the 

organ and timpani simultaneously play a similar rhythmic motif, leading to the return of the 

homophonic texture in the coda. 

Instrumentation and Timbre 

The majestic trumpet begins the "Processional" in a bold forte echoed by muted 

trumpet as if in the distance. Although the fullness of the brass, organ timpani add to the 

pomp of the marcato march, the dynamic soon fades to piano. The contrast of the 

"Wedding Party Theme", as mentioned previously, is also evident in its instrumentation 

and dynamic. The only percussion present is a triangle adding a delicate timbre to the 

texture. 

Regalness abruptly returns in the second ending with full brass, organ, timpani and 

the addition of the chimes marking the end of the wedding party' s procession. The 

contrasting low timbres calmly restate the "Bridal Motif" just prior to me final manifestation 

of full instrumentation as the the dynamic level builds to the end 

Other Notes of Interest 

As mentioned previously, the presence of large leaps occurs throughout the price, 

not just within the bridal motif and melody. Observe the walking bass in the organ pedal 

throughout the "Wedding Party Theme". This middle-ground material incorporates the leap 

of a seventh numerous times. For example, beat 4 of measures 13 and 14; measure 15-16 

and throughout measure 16 to name a few. The pedals even incorporate an augmented 

version of the "Bridal Motif" in the first ending. 
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In measures 13-16, the right hand of the organ also takes advantage of the large 

intervals as it moves from the last beat of each measure tot he next. This background 

movement in both duple and triplet division is intended to mold both themes of the 

"Processional" into a singular unit. As the "Bridal Melody" begins in full instrumentation, 

each individual instrument assumes a function, either melodically or harmonically. Also, 

each plays a role rhythmically to create the full dimension of complexity. Although the 

parts are individual, they work cooperatively to create the crux of the "Processional". 
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CHAPTER 2 

MOVEMENT H: KYRIE 

Kyrie Eleison Lord have mercy 
Christe Eleison Christ have mercy 
Kyrie Eleison Lord have mercy 

Purpose 

Although this section may be considered inappropriate for celebratory services, it is 

included for personal, spiritual and philosophical reasons. The Kyrie is generally not sung 

in the Catholic mass. However, it is included in each service. Being raised in the Catholic 

faith, I include this as a representation of the personal, philosophical and spiritual 

transitions that took place during my marriage engagement. The Methodist faith includes a 

Kyrie in its communion services as a symbol of repentance and renewed life. Therefore, 

the Kyrie is included to portray the process of change, from old to new, the spiritual 

healing, and true acceptance in various aspect of life (see Table 2). 

Text 

The text is set homophonicly throughout the "Kyrie". Although there are four 

syllables in the text "eleison", when the second and third syllables are set to a quarter note, 

they should be pronounced as an elision: according the International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA) the pronunciation would then be [ £ -123 - son ]. This occurs throughout the Christe 

section which maintains a simple homophonic setting. The text intended to be the focus, 

there are very few measures when all instruments play simultaneously. 

Melodic Material 

The pitch material for the Kyrie was created intuitively. Iiach of the vocal parts 

individually could be considered melodic. However, unless they are sung together, the full 

intention of chromaticism cannot be realized. To maintain simplicity within the vocal parts, 
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TABLE 2 

Kyrie - Outline of Elements 

mm 1-4 mm 5-17 mm 18-23 

Elements Introduction A - Kyrie Eleison Transition 

Melodic Material Pointalistic 

(Fig-5) 

Sequence 

Stepping Motif 

(Fig. 6) 

1/2 Step Motif 

Stepping Motif 

Pointalistic 

Tonal Center Unstable F# Unstable 

Harmonic Structure Pedal Point 

Anticipations 

Pedal Point 

Chromatic 

Chromatic - Open 

Texture 

Thin 

Homophonic 

Thin Thin 

Dynamics P P P 

Instrumentation 

& Timbre 

Horn, Tromb, 

Chimes 

Choir, Horn, 

Tromb, Chimes 

-> Add Organ 

&Timp 

Organ, Chime, 

Horn, Tromb 
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TABLE 2 Continued 

Kyrie - Outline of Elements 

mm 24-40 mm 41-46 mm 47-59 mm 60-65 

B - Christe Eleison Transition A - Kyrie Eleison Ending 

1/2 Step Motif 

Descending Chromatics 

Sequence 

Pointalistic Sequence 

1/2 Step Motif 

Stepping Motif 

Pointalistic 

Pointalistic 

Em Unstable Em->E Unstable - Open 

Pedal Point 

Chromatic 

Pedal Point 

Anticipations 

Open 5th's with 

passing tones 

Anticipations 

Homophonic 

Med. Full Thin 

Homophonic 

Thin -> Full ->Th:in Thin 

1 l V
 1 V
 

1 1 V
 

*<3
 

P ^3
 » V
 i V
 

J3
 

^3
 

P 

Female Sop, Choir, 

Horn, Tromb, Timp 

-> Add Organ 

Organ, Chime, 

Horn & Tromb 

Choir, Chime, Timp 

-> Add Organ 

-> Add Horn, 

& Tromb 

Chime, Horn, 

Tromb & Choir 
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the lines generally move in step-wise fashion using whole or half steps within each 

sequential pattern. The sequential movement in the first Kyrie section is descending. 

When the Kyrie returns, the sequential movement is inverted to move upward. 

Aside from a brief segment in the Christe section, no single instrumental part 

should be considered to have the melody. As with the vocal lines, any single instrumental 

part would be incomplete by itself. For example, the chimes, horn and trombone interact to 

complete the melodic segment in measures 3-4 in a pointalistic fashion (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5 - Pointalistic Interaction of Melody (ex. from mm. 3-4) 

Horn in F 

Trombone 

Chimes 

if 

3= 

m 

This interaction occurs throughout the Kyrie among the various instruments including the 

organ and voices, most apparently during the introduction, transitions and ending. 

Because the rhythm remains undivided through measure 47, the movement of the 

piece is created by two simple motifs. First, the "Half Step Motif" is simply the exchange 

of two pitches sounding in half steps. This is introduced in the organ at measure 17-23 as 

the left hand treble clef plays G and F#. This concept is passed to the horn and trombone 

briefly in measures 20-22 in a pointalistic fashion as an introduction to the Christe or B 

section. 

Second, the brass maintains the movement through a "Stepping Motif' of quarter 

notes which occur within cadencial measures. The organ also incorporates this quarter note 

motif as a means of movement (see Figure 6). 

Within the Christe section, the solo line and choir line are meant to be sung together 

as a melodic unit The choir descends chromatically, repeatedly chanting the text "Christe", 

which is doubled in octaves by the horn. The soloist maintains a pleading effect through 

the "Half Step Motif'. Within its simplicity, a rhythmic struggle occurs in measures 24-27 
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Figure 6 - Stepping Motif (ex. mm. 22-24) 

Trombone 

Organ 

>io mjr 

unis. choir 
mpChn - ae 

ii i 
Chri ste. 

m 
J J i 

r 
tn= 

r r r r jQ_. 

caused by the soloist and choir moving on alternating beats. Although this resolves as the 

voices move together on the text "eleison" in measure 28, the rhythmic struggle begins 

again on the text "Christe" in measures 32-35. Within this second struggle, however, the 

roles of the voices are reversed. The soloist now descends chromatically while the choir 

sings the "Half Step Motif'. It is in these measures that the horn suggests the only 

complete melody combining both the "Half Step Motif' with descending chromaticism. 

Tonal Centers 

Because the Kyrie move chromatically, it is difficult to pin point harmonic structure 

and tonal centers for the most part. There are, however, implications made within certain 

parts of the music. As the Kyrie begins, the repetition of the A# and movement around the 

pitch by the brass, implies the tonal center to be A# In measure 7, an F# is sounded 

suddenly shifting the tonal center to F# which becomes the pedal point. The cadence in 

measure 13 is deceptive as it does not move to F#'s dominant, C&, but to F^'s tri-tone C 

major. The cadence in measure 17 presents F#'s dominant (C#) and sub-dominant (B) 
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pitches. Although this is logical in standard theoretical practice, these pitches are used as 

transitional notes. The repetition of the B functions as a pivot tone (the sub-dominant of F# 

and the dominant of E minor), supporting the upcoming tonal change to E minor in 

measure 24 to begin the Christe section. 

The importance of chromaticism is maintained in the Christe section, the tonal 

center now being E minor. In measure 31, a cadence occurs on a dominant seventh chord 

(B^). The music continues in the same tonal center (E minor). However, the close of the 

Christe section is less clear. The last sung "Christe" in measures 39-40 is extended by the 

horn moving upward. The resulting pitch is A# essentially the enharmonic tri-tone of E. 

The chime also sounds this pitch to recall the opening which is continued in the brass 

through measure 44. 

As the Kyrie returns in measure 47, the tonal center of the Christe is recalled and 

purposefully left as an open 5th in measure 49. Through passing; tones the tonality is 

briefly established as E minor but quickly reconciles to E major in measure 55. As the 

piece comes to a close, the chimes and brass recall the the tonal center introduced in the 

"Kyrie''. 

Harmonic Structure 

Because the texture is often thin, the harmony is structured with few pitches. For 

example, the "Kyrie" begins with one pitch and builds to only three by measure 4. The 

pedal point maintains a sense of continuity in the introductory material and Kyrie section. 

The pointalistic melody creates a number of anticipations throughout the introductory 

material. As the voices enter, the anticipations continue. The chromaticism of the melody 

then becomes the focus before entering an unstable and unclear harmony. 

The importance of the pedal point returns within the Christe section in the timpani. 

Few of the chords are complete in measures 24-27. In the transition to the return of the 

Kyrie, a single pitch is again heard. Once again it builds to only three pitches which is also 

seen in the ending. The open fifths allow a smoothness while the pedal point, E, again 
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maintains the continuity. The thickest harmony appears briefly in measures 56-57 with the 

final statement of "eleison". The harmonic progression is purposefully unclear as the 

vocal parts progress chromatically around the F# for the remainder of the Kyrie. As it 

began, the "Kyrie" ends with one pitch. 

Dynamics 

The dynamics do not vary from the piano or mezzo piano markings often. The only 

mezzo forte markings included occur on the primary (mm. 55-57) and secondary climaxes 

(mm. 32-34). 

Texture 

Although pointalistic phrases are incorporated, the texture remains homophonic 

throughout. This portrays the intended simplicity of the "Kyrie" which is explained below. 

Instrumentation and Timbre 

Because the mood of the piece is intended, for the most part, to be somber, the 

instrumentation focuses on lower brass and timpani. Trumpets are not used. The chimes 

and organ reflect the sacred setting. The boys choir is symbolic of purity, youth and 

naivety. The texture, setting, and rhythm, remain intentionally simple throughout the 

"Kyrie". The text intended to be the focus, there are very few measures when all 

instruments play simultaneously. 

The introduction, transitions, and ending maintain an emphasis on the chime, horn 

and trombone while the Kyrie Sections utilize the purity of the boys choir. The significant 

timbre change occurs in the Christe Section, beginning in measure 24, featuring the female 

soprano solo which marks the contrasting section. 

Other Notes of Interest 

True to the typical "Kyrie" the overall structure is ABA*. The symmetry of the 

sections gives the "Kyrie" its balance. Although the number of measures in the 
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introduction and ending are not truly equal, they are directly related in numerous elements. 

The transitions are of equal length (6 measures) as well as each Kyrie section (13 

measures). The weight of the piece lies in the Christe section containing 17 measures. 

However, this is only the secondary crux. The climax occurs in the return of the Kyrie as 

the harmony changes to a major tonality and the chords evolve to their fullness. This is 

symbolic of the full circle of changes, spirituality, healing and acceptance that occurred at 

the time this piece was written. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MOVEMENT ID: ALLELUIA! 

Purpose 

The "Alleluia!" is intended to be performed in response to the scripture reading 

within a scared wedding ceremony. 

TABLE3 

Alleluia! - Outline of Elements 

mm 1-10 mm 11-15 

Elements Introduction Theme in F 

Melodic, Rhythmic 
Material 

Alleluia Theme 
(2+2+2+3) 

Secondary Melodic 
Motif (Fig. 9) 

Alleluia Theme (Lower 7th) 
(2+2+2+3) (Fig. 7) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 
(3+3+3) (Fig. 8) 

Tonal Center F (I - Tonic) F (I - Tonic) 

Harmonic Structure Triad with Added 9th Triad with Added 9th 

Texture Contrapuntal Homophonic 

Med. Full Thin 

Dynamics mf-f mp 

Instrumentation 
& Timbre 

Organ, Timp., Brass, Toms Female Solo, Organ, Timp. 
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TABLE 3 - Continued 
Alleluia! - Outline of Elements 

mm. 16-19 mm 20-25 mm. 26-29 

Theme in Bb Theme in G Transition 

Alleluia Theme 
(Alter 7th) (2+2+2+3) 

Alleluia Theme 
(2+2+2+3) 

Triplet Sequence 
(3+3+3) 

Alleluia Theme 
(2+2+2+3) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3+3) (Fig. 8) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3) 

Secondary Melodic Motif 

Bb (IV - Sub-Dominant) G (V/V) Unstable 

Triad with Added 9th Triad 

Homophonic 

Thin 

Brass Contrapuntal 

Med. Full 

Homophonic 

Thin 

mf mf mf and Building 

Female Solo, Choir, 
Organ 

Brass, Cymbol, Choir Brass, Add Toms 
-> Organ Solo 
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TABLE 3 - Continued 
Alleluia! - Outline of Elements 

mm 30-33 mm. 34-37 mm 38-48 

Theme in F Theme in Bb Theme in G 

Alleluia Theme 
(Lower 7th) (2+2+2+3) 

Alleluia Theme 
(Lower 7th) (2+2+2+3) 

Alleluia Theme 
(2+2+2+3) 

Secondary Melodic 
Motif 

Secondary Melodic 
Motif 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3+3) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3+3) 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3+3) 

F (I - Tonic) F (I - Tonic) G (V/V) 

Triad with Added 9th Triad with Added 9th Triad 

Contrapuntal 

Med. Full 

Contrapuntal 

Fuller (building) 

Brass Contrapuntal 

Full (building) 

mf mf and Building / and Building 

Choir, Organ, Timp. 
-> Add Brass 

Choir, Organ, Timp., 
Brass 

Brass, Cymbol, Choir 
-> Choir on Melody 
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TABLE 3 - Continued 
Alleluia! - Outline of Elements 

mm 49-51 mm 52-56 mm 57-65 

Theme in C Transition Coda in F 

Alleluia Theme 
(2+2+2+3) 

Sequential Triplet 
(Voice) 

Alleluia Theme 
(Lx>wer 7th) (2+2+2+3) 

Secondary Melodic 
Motif 

Alternate Duple/Triplet 

Transition 
Triplet Sequence 

(3+3+3) 

C (V7 - Dominant 7) Unstable F (I - Tonic) 

Triad Triad with Added 9th 

Homophonic Contrapuntal 

Full (building) Thin -> Full Very Full 

/ 1 I V
 

ii i V
 i V
 

Choir, Organ, Brass, 
Timp. 

Brass Alternates with 
Voice, Organ & Perc 

Voices, Organ, Brass, 
Perc 
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Text 

The text of this movement is "Alleluia". Within the first three measures of each 

thematic statement, the word Alleluia is not sung in completeness. It is only in the fourth 

measure of the theme that the text is completed. The repetition of the complete text is 

reserved for the final portion of the movement in building to the climax at the end. 

Melodic Material 

The uneven division of the 9/8 time signature (2+2+2+3) is truly the emphasis of 

the "Alleluia Theme" within the melody. It is this division that gives the "Alleluia!" its 

character and excitement Each "Alleluia Theme" contains three measures of this rhythm. 

Within these measures the text, Alleluia, is not sung in completeness. A measure of evenly 

divided triplets, either in 9/8 or 12/8 time, follows serving varying purposes (see Figure 7). 

Figure 7 - Alleluia Theme (ex. from mm 11-14) 

A1 - leAl-le-lu Al - leAMe-lu A1 - le AHe - lu - ia! 

The step-wise sequence of triplets within the fourth measure of the "Alleluia 

Theme" provides a brief transitional instability indicating a tonal shift. The sequential 

triplets serve as a cadencial point, allowing the text, Alleluia, to be completed and 

sometimes repeated in its entirety. This measure also serves as a interruption to the 

rhythmic theme of the Alleluia (see Figure 8). 

The melodic material often uses an altered 7th within its tonal center, for example in 

measures 11-13. This is not constant, however. As the piece moves to the tonal center of 

Bb, the 7th remains unaltered until the second measure of thematic material. A lowered 7th 

occurs only once before returning to the standard 7th within a major tonality. 

The first time the "Alleluia!" moves to G (m. 20), a lowered 7th is not included at 

all. This creates a definite mood change as the melodic emphasis is shifted to the brass. 

Although the "Alleluia Theme" is not directly stated, the first trumpet embellishes the 
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Figure 8 - Transition of Step-wise Sequence in Triplets (ex. from m.4 and m.33) 

a. (ex. from horn m. 4) 

b. (ex. from m.33) 

A1 - le - lu - ia! 

material as the horn and second trumpet exchange the rhythmic grouping in syncopation. 

The altered 7th returns as the movement progresses again through the first three tonal 

centers (F ->Bb ->G). 

A "Secondary Melodic Motif is introduced by the organ in measure 6-8 (see 

Figure 9). The "Secondary Melodic Motif' serves two purposes. First, it serves as 

Figure 9 - Secondary Melodic Motif, (ex. from mm. 8-11, organ) 

V 

transitional material often indicating a shift in tonality. For example, as the motif returns in 

measure 28 and 29, one can see that the "Alleluia Theme" returns in the following measure 

in a different tonal center. Likewise, this occurs in measures 43 and 44 before the "Alleluia 

Theme" returns with a new tonal center in measure 45. 

Second, the "Secondary Melodic Motif" serves as a counterpoint to the vocal 

melody which is exemplified in measures 30-32. The counterpoint returns in the first 

trumpet in measures 45-47. The counterpoint returns to the organ in measures 49-51 and is 

again stated in the climactic ending. With its large leaps, this motif displays similarities to 

the walking bass incorporated in the "Processional". 
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Tonal Center 

Because the theme shifts in tonality often, a progression of tonal centers is most 

appropriate, as well as a brief discussion of harmonic progression within each tonality. 

The progression of tonal centers, as well as the progression of harmony, is rather simple 

and logical. The "Alleluia!" begins in the tonic tonality of F (I) (mm. 1-15) and progresses 

to the sub-dominant Bb (IV) (mm. 16-18). The following tonality, G, functions as a V/V 

in measures 20-25 before moving back to the tonic F (I) in measure 30. Again, the music 

progresses from the tonic tonality F (I), through the sub-dominant (IV), and V/V. In 

measure 49, the progression moves to the dominant 7th tonality C (V7). Melodic, 

harmonic and rhythm instability create a tension in measures 52- 55 before once again 

reestablishing the tonic tonality F in measure 56 (Refer to Table 3 - Tonal Center). 

Harmonic Structure 

As each "Alleluia Theme" begins on the tonic pitch, likewise, each harmonic change 

begins with the tonic chord. Parallels to the "Processional" can be seen when the tonal 

center includes the addition of the 9th of the tonic chord, as in the tonality of F (beginning 

in measures 1,30 and 57). When the tonality shifts to Bb a 6th is added to the tonic chord. 

Both of these additions are intended to add fullness to the chords. Also, as in the 

"Processional", the punctuation of the brass (for example, measures 34-36 and measures 

49-51) reinforces the chordal harmony. 

Similar to the tonal centers' progression, each chordal progression within each 

tonality is somewhat simple. Observe each "Alleluia Theme" regardless of the tonal 

center. Each begins on the tonic chord. From the tonic, the harmony shifts to a chord 

which functions as the dominant. The shift occurs on the last beat of the measure before 

returning to the tonic again in the following measure. This brief progression repeats again 

before entering the measure of triplets discussed previously, as in measure 14. 

Because of the altered 7th, the chord structure of the dominant functioning chord 

varies. Within the tonality of G (measure 23) the structure of the chord on beat four is 

simply the dominant 7th. Likewise, in the tonality of Bb (measure 16 and 34) the structure 
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is simply a dominant chord on beat four. However, in the tonality of F, the fourth beat of 

the measures is structured as a minor dominant 7th due to the lowered 7th. Likewise, in 

the tonality of C (measure 49) and the second measure of Bb (measures 17 and 34), the 

structure of beat four is a minor dominant 7th chord. 

Texture and Dynamics 

The overall intended affect of the texture, and dynamics is a gradually building 

crescendo to the final measures. Each time the theme is restated, the texture expands. For 

example, the background chorus is added after the first statement of the theme by the 

soloist. Next, the chorus remains in the background as the brass maintains the level of 

fullness in contrapuntal form. The soloist and tutti choir are then featured on the melody 

with the contrapuntal secondary motif. As the restatement of the tonal progression 

continues, the soloist and choir singing the melody are added to the contrapuntal brass. 

The texture continues to thicken polyphonicly and the dynamics continue to build before the 

transition to the coda. This transition, beginning in measure 52, exchanges the fullness of 

the brass with the voices doubled by the organ and snare drum in unexpected, unbalanced 

rhythmic divisions. The timbral elements and instrumentation are also of interest in regard 

to the texture and dynamics. 

Instrumentation and Timbre 

Contrasting from the previous movement, "Kyrie", the instruments and timbres 

incorporated are the most numerous of any movement within the work. Instrumentation 

and timbral changes coincide with the previously discussed tonality shifts. Most of the 

instruments incorporated are exposed in the introduction - the brass, organ, timpani and 

roto toms. For balance, this is decreased dramatically as the female soloist enters. 

Following tiie second thematic statement, the brass is featured. There function is 

harmonic as well as thematic. At this point, the voices and brass essentially exchange 

roles. The voices are now used in the background to reinforce the tonality with rhythmic 

punctuation, formerly a function of the brass as in measures 5-8 of the introduction. 
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Although the organ rests, the dynamic level is maintained as the combinations of rhythms 

and articulation smooth the thematic material. The power of the timpani is replaced with the 

light subtleness of the suspended cymbal which also adds to the mood change. 

Although the coda (measure 57) begins with full instrumentation and voices, the 

texture thins briefly before presenting the final crescendo of instrumentation to the end. It 

is not until the last three measures that the "Alleluia!" reaches the climax with extreme 

dynamic levels, the highest vocal pitches and fullest instrumentation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MOVEMENT IV: HOSANNA! 

Hosanna in excelsis Hosanna in the highest 
Pleni sunt ceali et terra gloria tua Heaven and earth are full of thy glory 
Hosanna in excelsis Hosanna in the highest 
Benedictus qui venit in nomine Blessed is he who cometh in the name of the 

Domini Lord 
Hosanna in excelsis Hosanna in the highest 

Purpose 

The "Hosanna!" is included as a celebratory song of praise following the 

exchanging of vows in the wedding service (see Table 4). 

Text 

As with the previous texted movements, the "Hosanna!" is set in Latin. The voices 

often sing in syncopation that emphasizes the syllabic stress of the text. Words and 

phrases with an odd number of syllables such as. hosanna; pleni sunt caeli; gloria; qui 

venit in nomine; and domini, are set within measures containing an even number of beats, 

4/4 or 2/4. Words and phrases with an even number of syllables such as, in excelsis; and 

benedictus, are set in a measure with an odd number of beats, 5/4. 

Melodic Material 

The thematic material for the refrain, Hosanna, emphasizes the interval of a major 

2nd. The sets of intervals are separated by a minor 3rd. For example, the beginning starts 

with F and G, and C and Bb. The emphasis of the 2nd's is stressed in the two vocal parts 

by singing the interval within the introduction. Although the complete "Hosanna Theme" is 

not stated until measure 10, the theme is present within the introduction among the brass in 

a condensed manna-. Similar to the pointalistic fashion in the "Kyrie", the fragments of 

pitches are passed from the first trumpet and horn to the second trumpet and trombone. 
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TABLE4 

Hosanna! - Outline of Elements 

mm 1-9 mm 10-18 

Elements Introductory Material Refrain - Hosanna 

Melodic Material Hosanna Theme 
(Condensed) 

Hosanna Theme 

Rhythmic Motif 

Tonal Center F F 

Harmonic Structure 2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

Texture Homophonic, Contrapuntal 

Full - Marcato 

Homophonic 

Full - Marcato 

Dynamics f->mf / 

Instrumentation 
& Timbre 

Brass, Organ, Toms, Choir Choir, Organ, Toms, 
Brass 
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TABLE 4 - Continued 

Hosanna! - Outline of Elements 

mm 19-31 mm 32-37 mm 38-46 

Verse 1 - Pleni sunt caeli Transition Refrain - Hosanna 

Leaps (5th & 6th's) 
w/ Repeated Pitches 

Hosanna Theme 
(Condensed) 

Hosanna Theme 

Rhythmic Motif Rhythmic Motif 

Dm -> F# with D F F 

Triad; Maj. 7 chords 2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

Homophonic 

Thin - Legato 

Contrapuntal 

Medium Full - Marcato 

Homophonic 

Full - Marcato 

mp l V
 

i / 

Choir, Organ, Brass, 
Triangle 

Brass, Organ, Toms Choir, Organ, Toms, 
Brass 
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TABLE 4 - Continued 

Hosanna! - Outl ine of Elements 

mm 47-59 mm 60-63 mm 61-78 

Verse 2 - Benedictus Transition Ending - Hosanna 

Skips, Leaps Hosanna Theme 
(Condensed) 

Hosanna Theme 

Rhythmic Motif Rhythmic Motif 

Dm-> F# with D F -> G G -> A -> unstable -> F 

Triad; Maj. 7 chords 2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

2 Major 2nd's 
separated by a 3rd 

Homophonic Homophonic Homophonic, Contrapuntal 

Thin Stacatto Full - Marcato Full - Marcato r 

A
 

IP 
A

 i cx, / i V
 i V
 

V
 

Choir, Muted Trumpets, 
Triangle 

Brass, Organ, Toms Choir, Brass, Organ, 
Toms 

-> Add Organ 
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As stated, the complete "Hosanna Theme" is presented in the choir at measure 10 

(see Figure 10). Although voice II doubles the beginning of the theme, it implies the 

Figure 10 - Hosanna Theme 

' ' J jp f r i w r r iCrPr r 
Ho - san - na, Ho - san-na, Ho - san - na, Ho - san - na 

onset of a canon before moving to "in excelsis" in which the interval of a 2nd is again 

utilized. At this point, however, rather than beginning the text in 2nd's and resolving to a 

3rd the opposite is employed. The voices begin in 3rd's and "resolve" to the 2nd. 

Following the first verse, Pleni sunt caeli, the Hosanna is restated in exact repetition. 

In the beginning of verse one, Pleni sunt caeli, the music avoids the interval of a 

major 2nd. Instead the the emphasis is placed on the 3rd and 6th. Although a syncopated 

rhythm is maintained, the articulation is changed to legato, the dynamic level decreases and 

the texture is thinned. All of these elements are intended to contrast the Hosanna section. 

The serenity is appropriate given the text translation, "heaven and earth." 

The voices sing "et terra gloria" in 3rd's incorporating some chromaticism. As the 

verse comes to a close and the text "gloria" is repeated, the presence of the 2nd reappears. 

Beat one of measures 28 and 30 recalls the original emphasis of the major 2nd. There is a 

building to the end of the verse created by the return of the accents in the brass, higher 

pitches in the voices and the increasing dynamic level. The final resolution of the first 

verse occurs on the text "hosanna" as the voices move to a 6th. 

Following the restatement of the Hosanna, the second verse, Benedictus, is 

presented which is directly related to the first verse, Pleni sunt caeli. The melody begins 

with a D (in a lower octave) to F and progresses to the next portion of text, "qui venit in 

nomine". The emphasis remains on the interval of a 3rd. The secondary interval is the 

major 2nd which is apparent in the sequence on "benedictus". The voices again sing in 

3rd's on "qui venit in nomine" slightly altering the phrase from the first verse. The 

trumpets serve as an echo to the melodic material throughout the second verse. 
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The interval of a major 2nd begins to play a larger role as the text moves to 

"Domini''. Tension is created with the addition of accents on the text in measures 55-56 as 

well as the escalating pitches. The final resolution of text and melody again occurs on the 

text, Hosanna, as the voices move to a 6th to complete verse two. 

The Hosanna then returns in a varied fashion. The tonal center is raised as the 

Hosanna theme begins its restatement. Before the theme is restated, the tonal center is 

again raised and the theme is altered. The text "in excelsis" is now modified toward an 

altered inversion. A pause between the 5/4 syncopation of "in excelsis" allows the 

percussion to be featured. The text, Hosanna, then reinforces the melodic material of the 

two verses with an emphasis on the interval of 3rd's. The pitches escalate and resolve to 

the 6th in the final two statements of Hosanna. 

A secondary element to the melodic material is the Rhythmic Motif (see Figure 11). 

Figure 11 - Rhythmic Motif 

r r r r 
The motif appears throughout the Hosanna in both the refrain and the verses. The motif is 

introduced in measure 14 which is obvious in the 5/4 time signature. However, the rhythm 

is also present throughout verse one which begins in 4/4. Because of the time signature 

and syllabic stress of the text, the rhythm is less obvious and is completed in the following 

measure. For example, the "Rhythmic Motif" is present in verse one, measures 19-20; 21-

22; 24-25, etc. The motif reappears clearly in each 5/4 measure throughout the refrains 

and verses. 

Tonal Center 

The Hosanna begins in the tonal center of F. The tonal renter is changed to G and 

A, respectively, in the following two phrases before returning to F, concluding the 

introductory material. This tonal center, F, is maintained throughout both refrains. 

As previously stated, the verses contrast from the refrain in texture, dynamics and 
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articulation, as well as in tonal center. Each verse begins in D minor. As the voices 

beginthe phrase "et terra gloria" the tonal center shifts. When extracted from the total 

context each individual line implies its own tonality - voice one implying F#; voice two 

implying D. Each voice ends on the tonic scale degree of the implied tonal center. 

Likewise, in verse two the phrase "qui venit in nomine" restates the implied bi-tonality. 

The completion 

of the phrase is altered slightly from the first verse to end on the fifth scale degree of the 

implied tonal center. 

The final measures of each verse leads to the return of the tonal center, F, thus 

accommodating the upcoming refrain. However, the final refrain is changed. Similar to 

the introduction, the tonal center moves to G in measure 62 as the final refrain begins. The 

tonal center quickly shifts to A in measure 65. A restatement of the bi-tonal material taken 

from the verses occurs in measures 72-73. The following statements of Hosanna are 

parallel to the ends of the verses in that they also lead to the original tonal center, F, to 

complete the movement. 

Harmonic Structure 

The harmonic structure of the "Hosanna!" is parallel to its melodic structure. The 

harmony emphasizes the interval of a major 2nd. The harmony is built from two major 

2nd's separated by a 3rd. For example, the "Hosanna Theme" is based on F and G; and 

C and Bb. Likewise, the accompanying harmony is F, G, Bb, and C. This is apparent 

within the punctuating chords of the brass as well as in the organ. A walking bass in the 

organ pedal is also based on these pitches as in measures 11-13 (see Figure 12). 

Within the verses the major 2nd interval is avoided. Instead, the the emphasis is 

placed on the 3rd and 6th. Therefore, the harmonic structure shifts to basic triads. As the 

chromaticism is incorporated and the bi-tonality is implied, the harmony could easily be 

interpreted as major major 7th chords. For example, measures 24-27; and measures 51-54 

use DmaJ 7 and E ^ i ^ chords. The close of each verse creates tension by altering the 
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emphasis back to the major 2nd among the triads. The harmony, like the melody, resolves 

to an F major chord at the cadence. 

Figure 12 - Melodic and Harmonic Material: two major 2nd's separated by a 3rd 
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The final refrain maintains a parallel to the melodic material. As the altered 

"Hosanna Theme" is stated in escalating tonal centers, the harmonic structure emphasizes 

the two major 2nd's separated by a 3rd. Triads and major 7th triads are incorporated while 

the bi-tonal melodic material is recalled. The final four measures of the movement 

incorporate the emphasis of the major 2nd. 

Texture 

The texture of the "Hosanna!" remains homophonic overall, although there are a 

few measures of contrapuntal movement among the instruments. For example, measures 

6-10 incorporate brief melodic fragments that are passed from the trombone to the second 

trumpet and horn. The organ maintain the harmony while also incorporating a walking 

bass and a portion of the "Hosanna Theme". The toms also suggest a contrapuntal line. 

This counterpoint returns within the transition from verse one to the refrain. The final 
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measures of the "Hosanna!" also use counterpoint among the brass and organ 

withfragments of the "Hosanna Theme". 

The texture maintains its fullness throughout the introduction and each statement of 

the refrain including the ending. The verses are less full in dynamics and movement for 

emphasis on the text and for the contrast from the refrains. 

Dynamics 

The dynamic contrasts parallel the contrasts of the other elements previously 

discussed. Given the purpose of the movement, the dynamic level forte is an appropriate 

beginning. The dynamic level decreases to mezzo forte to allow the introduction of the 

voices and text to be realized. 

Each refrain is marked forte. The brief transition to the verses drastically decreases 

the dynamic level which sets up the contrast in the verses. Each verse contrasts the refrain 

by beginning at piano or mezzo piano. As each verse continues and reaches its conclusion, 

the dynamics increase to forte. This sets up the dynamic level for the upcoming refrain. 

The final refrain or ending is the climax. It begins at the fortissimo level and 

decreases for a brief time to a mezzo forte. The dynamic soon begins building again to 

forte and fortissimo on the final measure. 

Instrumentation and Timbre 

The choir is imperative for this texted movement. The power of the brass, organ, 

and toms are incorporated for the purpose of a celebratory prayer. The combination of all 

of these instruments is found throughout the introduction, including the choir. The refrains 

also combine the full instrumentation. The articulations of the instruments is accents in 

combination with stacatto to emphasize the syncopation. As the first refrain begins, the 

brass is excluded to allow the choir to enter forte with the text. Again, a contrast appears in 

the verses. 

In each verse, the toms are replaced with a more gentle triangle. It is only as the 

tension builds that the toms are again used. The articulation of the brass begins legato in 
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verse one. The trumpets double the voices. Although staccato markings are used, they are 

in combination with piano dynamic marking to assure they remain in the background. The 

organ, functioning as a chordal accompaniment, shifts roles to double the voices 

throughout the bi-tonal material. 

Verse two uses a slightly different approach timbrally. The trumpets are muted and 

serve as an echo to the vocal melody. The organ is silent until it doubles the voices through 

the bi-tonal material. Although the trumpets remain muted and the brass maintains its echo, 

the toms again replace the triangle as the tension mounts. The trumpets are no longer 

muted as the final refrain begins. 

Full instrumentation is used through the ending as the climax begins. The toms are 

featured after each statement of the text, in excelsis. The accents combined with stacatto 

articulations return. Similar to the manner in which the movement began, the last measure 

emphasizes the power of the brass, organ, toms, and voices. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MOVEMENT V: RECESSIONAL 

Purpose 

The "Recessional" is the final movement of A Wedding Ceremony. It is intended to 

be played as the bride, groom and wedding party process out of the church following the 

wedding ceremony. Various portions of the previous movements return within this 

movement 

TABLE-5 

Recessional - Outline of Elements 

mm 1-11 mm 12-14 mm 15-19 

Elements A - Processional Material Transition B - Alleluia Material 

Melodic Material Bridal Melody Descending Arpeggios Altered Alleluia Theme 

(Figure 13) 

Tonal Center Db Unstable F 

Harmonic 
Structure 

Triad with 9th Triad with 9th Triad with 9th 

Texture Polyphonic Homophonic Homophonic 

Full - Marcato Moderate Full Thin 

Dynamics / / / 

Instrumentation Brass, Organ, Timp. Brass, Organ Organ 

& Timbre 
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TABLE 5 - Continued 

Hosanna! - Outline of Elements 

mm 20-27 mm 28-36 mm 37-52 

C - Hosanna Material D - Multiple Themes A - Processional Quote 

Hosanna Theme 

Altered Alleluia Theme 

Bridal Theme 

Hosanna Theme 

Altered Alleluia Theme 

Quote Processional & 

Processional Coda 

F G Db 

2 Major 2nd's 
separated by minor 3rd 

Triad with 9th 

Triad with 9th Triad with 9th 

Homophonic 

Full 

Contrapuntal 

Full 

Polyphonic 

Very Full 

I V
 1 V
 

/ i v V
 

1 V
 

Brass, Organ, Toms Brass, Organ, Toms, Brass, Organ, Timp. 
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Melodic Material 

The melodic material is selected from the "Processional", "Alleluia!", and 

"Hosanna!". The A Section (mm. 1-11) is taken from "Processional". The timpani and 

organ parts are directly quoted from the "Processional". However, the complete "Bridal 

Melody" beginning in measure 3 is doubled by both trumpets. The melodic imitation is 

reserved until measure 8. As the trumpets continue to double the statement of the "Bridal 

Melody", the horn and trombone double the imitation. The descending arpeggiated chords 

played by the organ function as a transitional divider to the structure which was previously 

discussed regarding the "Processional". 

The B Section is introduced by a series of sequential triplet like those used in the 

"Alleluia!". A variation of the "Alleluia Theme" follows. Although the melodic pitch series 

remains the same, the rhythm is altered to accommodate the time signature. The "Altered 

Alleluia Theme" (see Figure 13) returns later in the movement in combination with 

Figure 13 - Altered Alleluia Theme (ex. from organ mm. 15-18) 

»- p if. f _ f r T ' r ' ^ r i T - 1 - r \w i r r i ' r r 
wf 

other melodic material. For example, the addition of material taken from the "Hosanna!" 

begins the C Section. The "Hosanna Theme" is then stated in the horn and first trumpet 

(m. 21). The "Altered Alleluia Theme" is played simultaneously in the second trumpet and 

trombone. 

The D Section (mm. 28-36) combines three themes simultaneously. The horn 

begins the "Bridal Melody" in augmented form. The augmentation remains throughout the 

section. The first trumpet begins the "Hosanna Theme" as the "Altered Alleluia Theme" is 

begun by the trombone. These fragments are then continued in other instruments to 

complete each theme. For example, the "Hosanna Theme" is continued in the organ while 

the "Altered Alleluia Theme" is continued in the second trumpet The first trumpet 

completes the "Bridal Melody". 
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In measures 37-38 the organ's descending arpeggiated figures indicate a division to 

the final section. The final measures are a return of the final sections of the "Processional". 

Tonal Center 

The tonal center of the A Section is Db which is the same as the beginning of the 

"Processional". The organ, doubled by the brass, progresses through a series of 

descending arpeggios. Because these figures function as a transitional divider, the tonal 

center remains unclear until measure 15. The "Altered Alleluia Theme" is introduced with 

the same tonal center as the "Alleluia", F, as is the "Hosanna Theme" in measure 21. 

This is followed by a brief instability in measures 27-28. Similar to the 

"Hosanna!", the tonal center in the D Section then changes from F to G. Another change is 

implied (mm. 36-37) before the A Section returns in measure 39. The tonal center focuses 

on Db as the "Processional" is directly quoted to complete the movement. 

Harmonic Structure 

The overall harmonic structure incorporates two different concepts of emphasis. 

Each section parallels the structure of the movement from which it is derived. Both A 

Sections use a triad with the addition of the 9th which is taken from the "Processional". 

The B Section is derived from the "Alleluia!" and incorporates the same harmonic structure. 

The addition of the "Hosanna Theme" changes the emphasis of the harmonic 

structure beginning in measure 20. The interval of a major 2nd is the emphasis as it is in 

the "Hosanna!". The triad with the addition of the 9th is used sparingly toward the end of 

the C Section (mm. 22, 24). 

The combination of the "Hosanna Theme", "Altered Alleluia Theme", and the 

"Bridal Melody" employs the triad with the addition of the 9th for the first half of the D 

Section (mm. 29-31). The conclusion of the D Section emphasizes the interval of a 2nd. 

The final "Processional" quote returns the harmonic structure to the triad with the addition 

of the 9th. 
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Texture 

The texture of the "Recessional" begins with brief solos in the timpani and organ. 

Full instrumentation is quickly realized. The melody in the trumpet and right hand organ 

are contrapuntal against the walking bass of the left hand organ, pedal, and timpani 

rhythm. The polyphony continues through the second statement of the "Bridal Melody" 

with the imitation of the melodic line. Although the organ plays homophonic chords, the 

rhythm contrasts against the other instruments (mm 8-11). 

Following the transition to the B Section, the texture thins to an organ solo. 

Material from the "Hosanna!" returns with full accented chords of the brass and organ 

along with the toms to begin the C Section. The chords of the organ are maintained 

throughout the B section whose rhythm is aligned with the "Hosanna Theme". The varied 

rhythm of the "Altered Alleluia Theme" offers a slightly polyphonic rhythmic line. 

Polyphony is emphasized throughout the D Section through the presentation of 

three simultaneously played themes (m. 29). Homophonic chords are played in the left 

hand organ which is not necessarily rhythmically aligned with any theme. For example, 

through measures 29 and 31, the chords are aligned with the "Altered Alleluia Theme". 

Beats one and two of measure 30 align with the "Hosanna Theme". Measures 32-34 are 

not rhythmically aligned with any theme making the rhythm of the chords an added 

dimension to the polyphonic setting. 

The quote from the "Processional" begins polyphonicly before concluding 

homophonicly. The end maintains a full instrumentation. 

Dynamics 

The "Recessional" concludes the celebratory service. Therefore, a forte dynamic is 

prominent throughout. The dynamic level is decreased in measures 25-26 as the 5/4 

measures of the "Hosanna Refrain" are quoted. The dynamic quickly builds through the 

following measures to forte and is maintained through the beginning of the "Processional" 

quote. True to the coda of the "Processional", the dynamics of the movement decrease 

slightly to mezzo forte (m. 47) and build to fortissimo at the end. 
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Instrumentation and Timbre 

The "Recessional" is an instrumental march without voices. The instruments used 

are much like that of the final section of the "Processional". The instrumentation, like 

previously presented elements, parallels the movement from which each section is derived. 

Following the brief introductory solos by the timpani and organ, full 

instrumentation begins the movement featuring the trumpets on the melody. The horn and 

trombone are used as background. Because of the walking movement, the organ as well as 

the timpani are used to fill the middle ground. 

The organ is featured in solo to present the "Altered Alleluia Theme" (m. 15-19) 

before the brass is added to present the "Hosanna Theme". As in the "Hosanna!", the 

percussion is used to emphasize the rhythm. 

The organ and each brass instrument is featured in the foreground as the fragments 

each theme are passed among the instruments. The descending organ arpeggios define the 

division to the final quote from the "Processional". 

xlviii 



CONCLUSION 

A Wedding Ceremony was initially composed to be performed as part of a sacred 

wedding ceremony. However, performances of any section would be acceptable in other 

services or settings. The music was scored to be accessible for the instrumentalists as well 

as a trained two-part choir. Although the first performance featured the Texas Boys Choir, 

other voice types could perform the choir parts. The first performance took place as part of 

my wedding ceremony on October 4, 1997 in Colleyville, Texas. 
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